
Market Situation  
Millennials, people between the ages of 18 and 37, 
are the largest generation in U.S. history, representing 
nearly 30 percent of the population, with CPG spending 
that will top $290 billion by 2020. The sheer size of 
this generational cohort means that it will tip the scales 
of virtually every industry it touches—from housing, 
automotive and technology to retail and consumer 
packaged goods. 

However, millennials are also a generation that the 
media and others often view as being homogenous.  At 
the most basic level, the needs of 18–24-year-olds are 
often dramatically different than those who are 30–37.  
Additionally, attitudes, psychographics, behavior and 
other factors contribute to the diversity of this group. 
Many marketers are at risk of losing out on fruitful 
engagement by failing to understand the behaviors of 
segments within the millennial population.

Opportunity
Harnessing the buying power of millennials is essential 
for any CPG company seeking sustained, long-term 
growth. Industry research estimates that by 2020, total 
spending will reach $1.4 trillion, and this generation will 
account for 30 percent of all retail sales.  IRI projects 
millennial spending to increase by 70 percent between 
2014 and 2020.  Older millennials are just entering peak 
periods in their lifetime spending, which IRI research 
reveals occurs among shoppers aged 35–54.   

Concurrently, baby boomers are a decreasing 
percentage of these age groups.  

Clearly, for CPG companies to win, they must win  
with millennials.

Limitations
While it is tempting to believe all millennials are tied to 
their mobile devices, dismiss brand loyalty, only shop 
online and buy products on sale exclusively, the reality 
of the generation is much more nuanced. While it’s true 
they are the first generation of digital natives, they do 
spend time away from their devices and exhibit similar 
levels of brand loyalty as previous generations.

Successful new product innovation and marketing 
strategies require that manufacturers and retailers 
understand the unique characteristics of millennials, 
and strive to design products, marketing and messaging 
specifically targeted to the relevant segments within  
the generation.  

Why IRI
For CPG manufacturers and retailers who need to 
understand which millennial segments offer the 
best opportunity for their brands and why, IRI’s 
MillenniaLink™ delivers a 360-degree perspective of the 
generation’s attitudes and behaviors. This allows them 
to pinpoint the millennials who are most important to 
the growth of their business.
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IRI categorizes the millennial population into six 
different segments that reflect their attitudes toward 
technology, health and wellness, shopping and 
finances. The six segments range from Confident 
Connectors to Struggling Wanderers, with Free Spirits, 
New Traditionalists, Concerned Aspirationalists, 
and Conscious Naturalists in between. While social 
researchers have identified the unique attributes of each 
segment, marketers often characterize them in broad 
brushstrokes—without giving credence to the defining 
characteristics that both differentiate and drive the 
behaviors of those within it.

Answer Millennial Insights Questions
MillenniaLink allows manufacturers and retailers to hone 
their product development, retail experience, marketing 
and advertising strategies and tactics by addressing 
questions, such as:

• What are the key attitudinal motivators for each 
millennial segment?

• How important is quality versus low price across 
segments?

• Which segments are the most brand loyal and why?

• What is the best way to reach each segment?

• How differently does each segment shop and why?

• What captures their attention most and creates the 
desire to buy?

How It Works
The MillenniaLink segmentation is exceptionally 
flexible and can be incorporated into any type of 
custom panel survey to address specific business 
questions.  Whether a manufacturer needs information 
about which millennials offer the best opportunity to 
build their brand or a retailer wants to understand the 
characteristics that make millennials’ shopping profiles 
unique, IRI’s Survey Solutions team can design a custom 
application that will address specific needs.

Capturing the Value with IRI
Companies that use MillenniaLink will be able to assess 
which millennials offer the greatest opportunities for 
their products or services, why, how to reach them, 
and what messages will resonate most strongly. They 
also will minimize wasted marketing and advertising 
spending by narrowing the millennial “pie” and focusing 
specifically on the millennial segments that are most 
important to their business. 

Pricing
IRI offers MillenniaLink as a stand-alone report, as part 
of surveys, or can integrate MillenniaLink segmentations 
into a client’s IRI Consumer & Shopper Insights 
Advantage, used for panel analysis and as target 
groups. Pricing is varied, depending upon the scope 
and type of usage.

Contact
For more information, contact your IRI representative 
or Donna Wydra at Donna.Wydra@IRIworldwide.com, 
or 630.852.7900, or the Customer Interaction Center at 
Customer.Interaction.Center@IRIworldwide.com. 
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Improve targeting success 
and be poised to tap into 
the estimated $290 billion 

millennial CPG spend. 

About IRI. IRI is a leader in delivering powerful market, consumer and media exposure information; predictive analytics; and the foresight that leads 
to action. We go beyond the data to ignite extraordinary growth for our clients in the CPG, retail and over-the-counter health care industries by 
pinpointing what matters and illuminating how it can impact their businesses. Move your business forward at IRIworldwide.com.
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Develop a deeper understanding of your millennial audience.


